Bathymetric Conditions Southeast of the Southern Holgate Spit

This map should be used for reference only. Projection is in NJSP 2900 NAD83 Feet. Depths are in Mean Low Lower Water feet (MLLW). Depth elevations are approximate and subject to change.

Base Map: 2015 High Resolution Orthophotography NJGIN.

USER WARNING: Map based on conditions as of June, 2017 and February, 2017. Conditions are subject to constant change over time, use with appropriate caution.

Hydrographic survey conducted by the Stockton University Coastal Research Center
June 26, 2017

Hydrographic survey conducted by the US Army Corps of Engineers
February 22, 2017

XYZ data and other information is available here:
http://www.nap.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Surveys/Projects/NJInlets/